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Who are you? 

My name is Rafaela Pimentel-Lara. I’m from the Dominican Republic. 
I am 61 years old and I have lived here in Madrid since 1992. 

What is your relationship with Territorio Doméstico? 

I’m one of the founders of the collective, which was founded in 2006. 
I’m a domestic worker and a migrant feminist woman. Some colleagues 
and I founded this collective to meet and talk and fight for our rights. 

Who else has been a part of bringing this collective to life? 

A group of migrant women who were domestic workers created Territorio 
Domestico, but some feminist researchers have joined us since then, as 
well as other colleagues from the Lavapiés neighborhood and Escalera 
Caracola, a feminist center. In our initial meeting of domestic workers 
and migrant women, we began to talk about what was happening 
to a lot of us, and we started to build the space that is Territorio 
Doméstico. We decided it was a space to talk about what was happening 
to us and in care work at that time. It’s also a space for women to 
gather, care for one another, offer support, and practice solidarity. 

What legal structure was chosen for this initiative? 

We started as an informal association first. Many years later for legal 
reasons, we became a more formal, legalized association. But we have 
always operated as a non-profit group. We have a horizontal assembly, 
and we didn’t even have a president. We did everything as an assembly.

What is Territorio Doméstico? 

It’s a place to gather and to build, think together, and fight for 
the issues related to care that affect the majority of women. We 
fight for the improvement of working conditions and for women 
not to be the ones that always have to deal with the issues of 
care. We hope existing systems of care will be reorganized. 

Can anyone be part of Territorio Doméstico? 

Territorio Doméstico is open to all women, both domestic workers 
and feminists. Any person can join, and we aren’t part of any political 
party. There are different religions in Territorio Doméstico. More than 
20 different nationalities are represented in our collective. So people of 
any nationality, religion and political party can join. But we don’t allow 
political parties to come in because we’re building a collective to gather, 
support each other, sustain each other, and fight for our demands. 
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How many people are part of this collective? 

We don’t like to talk about numbers because in a collective like ours there are 
already so many invisibilized people. Many people are undocumented. Many 
people don’t attend our meetings, or they stop by once and then don’t come 
back. So we like to say that the collective is a space that many people pass 
through. At any given assembly there could be seven participants, or there could 
be 60. The way we work, some members don’t attend the collective’s assemblies, 
but they do attend the activities we host. If there are only seven of us one day, 
it’s because of our work situation. Often we don’t have the opportunity to do 
any activism because the field of domestic work and care is in a terrible state. 
We say we’re walking a tightrope, and many women sometimes can’t even 
afford to attend an assembly on a Sunday, which is when we hold them. 

How is decision-making organized in Territorio Doméstico? Is there 
a steering group that internally coordinates this collective? 

 We’re an assembly, but a few years ago we organized a steering group of 
a few members. Preparation for the assemblies is based on who is present. 
Three or four of the members who are present in a given assembly do the 
preparation for the next one. We organized it this way so that new members 
can also get involved, prepare assemblies, and take the lead on certain 
issues. The rest of us, if we want to talk about any particular issue, we let 
our colleagues know and we find each other at the assemblies. But we also 
get together in the steering group that we formed a little while ago. 

What are, from your experience, the advantages and difficulties of assembly? 

I think the methodology of assembly is what allows us to have active participation 
from everyone and to move at a slow pace, so no one gets left behind. Another thing 
we’ve learned is that all of our colleagues’ different knowledges are important, and 
we make all of our knowledge work together. I think the assembly format allows us 
to address certain matters that wouldn’t come up in other types of structures, where 
many women would be left out. We have adapted some things that have worked 
for us. For example, some of our members didn’t have experience giving talks or 
speaking on behalf of the collective. We’ve created communication workshops to 
lessen people’s fear of public speaking. The members who always speak in public 
accompany and offer support to colleagues with less experience, and they present 
on the collective as a team. This has worked because we now have more than 
10 members of the collective who can go give a talk, and we always do speaking 
engagements in pairs or groups of three. A partner never goes alone, even if they 
know the topic. We always try to go in pairs or groups of three, so we can learn 
from each other and our different ways of presenting. That’s what we’re doing now 
with the Territorio Doméstico book, “Biosindicalismo de los territorios.” At first there 
were four of us who could do presentations of the book, but we’ve included other 
members of the collective in our presentations of it. The book is our methodology; it 
contains tools from our collective, so others can present on it, too.  
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Territorio Doméstico is usually linked to the concept of “bio-syndicalism.” 
What relationship exists between this collective and unionism? 

Look, the relationship between the Territorio Doméstico collective and the unions has 
always depended on the people who make up the unions. We have great friends who 
are in unions. But we haven’t had a very close relationship with the unions themselves 
because domestic work isn’t considered a job in the unions. So we get kind of left out 
of that relationship. Additionally, the way the unions are structured now doesn’t allow 
participation by domestic workers, caregivers, and migrant women who do the work 
we do. So like I said at the start, those of us who do this work are walking a tightrope. 
Our work situation doesn’t allow us to be part of a union. But there have been times 
when we’ve been present for union events because we believe it’s important for us to 
learn from the unions—from their history, their fight, and their way of operating. That’s 
why we say that if the structures changed and the work that we do was recognized as 
such, I think we’d be in unions. That’s why we, from the domestic workers’ collectives, 
are forming our own unions. And our domestic workers’ collectives demand that the 
unions and the State allow us to take part in negotiations as a collective. Because 
we feel more represented when we are the spokespeople for this movement. 

Territorio Doméstico came into being in 2006. How has this 
collective affected or been affected by the 15M event? 

The truth is that when 15M came about, we were already organized. And I remember 
when we began to take to the streets—because in the Territorio Doméstico collective 
there are many migrant women, like myself, who were activists in our countries and 
have a whole history there. When we emigrate to Spain or other countries, those 
histories are erased. It’s like you arrive, and you don’t have anything anymore. You 
don’t come from anywhere. So yes, 15M was an important moment for us because 
we started showing up to those demonstrations and participating on the axes 
of migration and feminism. From the beginning, for us, the 8M has always been 
a space where we could reclaim our rights and reclaim the issue of care from a 
feminist point of view. 15M was like a breath of fresh air amid everything that was 
happening in this country and all the existing demands and struggles of a lot of 
collectives. We started to participate, and our participation reminded a lot of us of 
the struggles in our countries - Nicaragua, Honduras, Colombia, and the Dominican 
Republic. We started showing up and seeing that this was an important moment 
for social movements, and for the policy we were demanding in the name of people 
and a better world, so that we all have better conditions and rights as people. 

Is Territorio Doméstico an initiative that only operates in 
Madrid or does it extend to the whole Spanish state? 

We operate here in Madrid, but it’s also true that through the tools we offer, Territorio 
Doméstico extends to many places. We were just at two meetings, a national one 
and another state-wide one, where there were many domestic workers and other 
collectives. And when we went, for example, to Seville, we found many colleagues 
and collectives that use the Territorio Doméstico DVD in their workshops. They use a 
fashion show program that we put together as part of their workshops and actions. 
They also use the performances that we have done in Madrid in their collectives. 
At the international level, we have also seen our tools being used in countries 
like Vienna, Italy, and Germany. The fashion show that we do is a performance of 
different types of domestic workers and caregivers. We do it in a festive, colorful 
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way where our members can participate. It’s a tool that’s used both in and outside 
of our collective to bring these issues to light. So many collectives have adopted it. 

Do you work in a network? 

From the start we have opted for alliances because we believe that this isn’t 
just a matter of us as domestic workers and as migrant women. It’s a matter 
of society as a whole, and it concerns many people. This is why alliances are 
fundamental to us. And there, in those alliances, we’re committed to sharing 
our knowledge and learning from other collectives to continue our struggle. 

On your webpage you describe yourselves as a “cross-
border space.” What do you mean by this concept? 

Many of us are pushed out of our countries and we come here because our countries’ 
resources are being extracted, or we come for other reasons. We don’t come because 
we want to have a happy life. I wish we didn’t have to come, because we are also 
defending the right to not migrate. But I don’t know. It’s not possible in this society. 
You are obligated to migrate from different countries because you no longer have 
a life there, the resources that you have are exploited there. There are also a lot 
of murders of activists and women there, who run away looking for a better life. 
So, of course, this affects everything in a cross-border way, because we are here 
but also there. Because our family members are on the other side. So I think it’s a 
matter of profound political importance to change the system from wherever each 
person is. We’re doing it through domestic work and caregiving. And that’s why we 
decided to organize ourselves. Because we also believe that when domestic workers 
achieve labor rights and transform what work means, society will also gain a lot. 

Territorio Doméstico responds to two urgent problems: the defense 
of labor rights for domestic workers and the demand for the 
regularization of migrant workers as well as their right to family 
reunification. Could you contextualize these two demands? 

In Territorio Doméstico, the women who make up the collective are all affected by 
the issue of migration. It’s migrant women who are supporting the care system and 
supporting domestic employment. So, of course, all of this affects us in our struggle 
from the start, because there are so many migrant women involved in our group. 
We ask that all migrants in these countries be regularized, that they not be seen as 
merchandise. A migrant person should not have to wait three years to have papers. 
They shouldn’t be invisible in the country where they work, and where they support 
something as important as care. The majority of us who are doing this housework 
are women. We’re the heads of our families, and we have to send remittances to our 
countries to support our families. For many women those three years without papers 
means three years of no contributions to social security, and that results in not having 
a proper pension, since we are part of a special system, where pensions are very 
low. Therefore, we will have very low and precarious pensions. And then there’s the 
whole issue of getting families back together. When you arrive in these countries the 
situation that we have to go through is a whole ordeal because many migrants have 
to leave their families and come to take care of people here. That’s very tough. Then 
we have to wait three years, and it’s not only three years because after three years 
they give you your papers, but then you can’t reunite with your family for another 
two years after you get them. That is if you are Latin American. If you are African 
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you’d have to wait longer. And then there’s the whole issue of nationality, which is 
bureaucratic paperwork. We think this is a very complicated issue, and it’s very difficult 
for people. In addition, not having papers also leads you to precarious jobs. Someone 
without papers will have much more precariousness in this type of work. So we want 
regularization. So we say, “They wanted hands and instead they got people.” Migrants 
should be seen as people who have rights. There is also the whole issue of care that 
we are working on. We want the State, which has stayed out of the whole care system, 
to get involved because caregiving is falling on migrant women’s shoulders, but also 
on women’s shoulders in general. We say there’s a historical debt to the women that 
have sustained this system through caregiving because in order for many people to 
work and make a living through their studies or through whatever it is, someone has 
had to stay at home doing these jobs, and there are so many women that have had 
to stay behind doing that work. Today many women have died without being able 
to receive a proper pension, without having been recognized for their work. All of 
these women that have worked taking care of people and managing their lives are 
now in limbo because no one has contributed on their behalf, and now they’re left 
without a pension, and they’re not going to get a proper pension. This is another one 
of the things that we’re fighting for, not only as migrants but as women. We demand 
these rights as part of a historical debt that this system owes to women because 
women have managed the lives of others at the cost of our own lives and own care.

What conditions is a domestic worker facing when they 
decide to migrate to one of the hiring countries? 

A lot of people’s challenge mechanism kicks in. The majority of the people who arrive 
in Spain, the United States, and many other countries have had to take risks. Very 
few people arrive and have connections. Right now there are some connections here 
because there is already some migration. But for me, for example, my only connection 
was my ex-partner, who was studying here. But so many people leave, buy their ticket 
if they are flying or traveling by other means, and they take a risk without having any 
contacts or anything. When you arrive in countries like Spain, there is an immigration 
law that marks you immediately. If you come from another country and you’re poor, 
you’re a woman, you’re a migrant, what do you find in European countries like these? 
Jobs like domestic work and caregiving. And a lot of women are stepping into that 
niche and doing these jobs. We arrive in a new place, and it’s like we’re standing up to 
life, challenging life and the world. Many women arrive here and know nothing about 
this place. They have left their countries and come here, like Lucrecia Pérez, a migrant 
woman who was assassinated because of racism, for being black, poor, and from 
another country. And she did not know Spain. And today there are so many women 
and so many people that arrive in Spain without having connections to anything. That’s 
why Territorio Doméstico’s and other collectives’ job is to inform; to reach people and 
inform them. To explain that, even though you don’t have papers you still have rights, 
and try to get people to find networks, find support, find each other so that we can 
have these networks and get through the migration process. Because so many people 
take risks and overcome their fears upon arriving. I think that in Spain and so many 
other countries there is a forgetfulness of the immigration that happened during the 
years when people from Spain, in the year 1936, started to emigrate because there 
was a complicated situation for many people and they were in danger. But how 
many people migrated? How many people put their families on boats to Argentina, 
Mexico, and all of those countries? And now when we see other people coming, the 
perspective is “How can a woman go on a boat or cross that border with her children? 
Does she not love her children?” So, of course, we talk about issues as if they didn’t 
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happen here because we forget. We forget so much. So I think we also have to push to 
remember that in Spain and other countries there were migrations and that in Spain, 
all of this also happened. I wish that when someone left their country there could be 
a safe border, that there could be care along the way, that people could arrive at the 
airports or the bus stations and there would be information and information offices, 
that there would be some protocols. But we know that this does not exist because 
the borders are more and more unsafe, there are even more people losing their lives. 
We’re seeing this with the caravans that are going from Latin America to the United 
States through Mexico. We’re seeing what’s happening because people are taking 
risks because they are looking for a better life and a life for families and themselves. 
We are trying to survive. We would like those protocols to exist, but they don’t.

How do migrant women find caregiver jobs and domestic work?

These jobs are often found by word of mouth. There are placement agencies, and 
we are hard on them because they create precarious situations a lot of the time. 
People see a posting in a newspaper or someone gives them an agency and they 
go there and find a job. Then there’s word of mouth because when you don’t have 
papers, someone tells you “go work with this family,” and that’s that. I think word of 
mouth still keeps working a lot. Then when you already have your documents, there 
are a lot of colleagues that are working in home help, and there’s a lot to do there. 
You think that having papers will get you a good job. But in reality, we believe it’s a 
matter of assigning value to this job and reclaiming public policies so that this job has 
good conditions. This work is not understood as a business when it’s the households 
themselves that are managing everything. Many homes are left behind, many families 
cannot afford a domestic worker and a caregiver. They have to make a living to be able 
to have that worker, and then it’s the women that later have to take care of their family 
members because there isn’t any type of structure or residential housing. There are 
no nurseries to watch your children so you can work properly. It’s always the women 
who have to take care, and nothing is happening to reorganize things differently.

What kinds of irregularity are the workers encountering, 
and why is it urgent to reclaim their labor rights? 

They come up against everything, even the unheard of, you know? Starting with 
women who are live-in domestic workers being offered three or four hundred euros 
when the minimum wage was six hundred. And if they paid you six hundred euros, 
from there they could take out social security. Domestic work is the only job where 
you do not know your rights when you interview. In other jobs, you take for granted 
that you are going to have vacations, a payroll, a good salary, hours, and well-defined 
tasks. But not in domestic work and caregiving. It’s like those things don’t exist in 
this environment. We say “live-in workers work 24/7,” which means 7 days a week 
working 24 hours a day for salaries that are not enough. We’re still fighting for the 
minimum wage, which is 965 now and 1,100 for a live-in worker, to be paid. But 
still, the majority of homes do not pay this salary, and that’s why there are so many 
claims and complaints. We win some of them. In the end, it’s the domestic worker 
with the employer, who comes to an agreement. Some have contracts, others don’t. 
Some pay the full amount, others pay half the amount, others say they cannot pay 
because they have no way to pay, others say that they cannot give you vacation. You 
have to work without time off, or if they give you time off you have to go on their 
vacation. Live-in workers go with their employers on vacation, but you have to keep 
doing your job. They buy your ticket to Ibiza or Palma de Mallorca, and then they 
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tell you that’s your vacation. In this job there is tremendous irregularity, right? We 
also know that there are some workers who have these matters figured out. I, for 
example, have worked with a family for the past 27 years, and from the moment I 
started with them, I have had my contract, my social security, my pay, my vacation, 
and my days off to rest. When I have to go to the doctor, I go because I have the 
right to. But this situation is so uncommon. Not all families give these rights to their 
workers. We’re seeing that in the middle of the 21st century, there is true slavery in 
this work, very little social recognition of this work, and a low value assigned to what 
we do. Even knowing that many families leave what they love most with us and what 
is most precious to them, which is their family members and their homes, our work is 
not recognized. So a domestic worker ends up in a one-on-one interview, where the 
employer says “You’re going to work these hours, you will get paid this amount and 
you are going to do these specific tasks,” but then they don’t fulfill that commitment. 

Keeping in mind the diverse experiences that you have collected in 
the collective, do you know if the labor contracts that are extended 
to domestic workers comply with the provisions of labor law? 

For the most part they don’t comply. Or they give you more work. We have found 
that of the 965 euros for domestic workers, 200 euros or so are taken out for social 
security because the family won’t pay it and they say, “It is what it is.” So there are 
so many people who are doing this job because they need the work. For example, 
migrants need to pay taxes in order to renew their papers. So how do you tell your 
employer not to take your money to pay for it? There’s an abuse of power problem. 
We also know there are people that are doing all of this well, and we value that, 
and we like to bring it up so that society can see that there are people that can do 
it. In fact, the people that do it well are the people with the fewest resources. That 
needs to be stated. Because we find the biggest problems where there is the most 
money. People do not want to pay the minimum wage, do not want to give vacations, 
and do not give any right to rest. In 2011 as a collective of domestic workers, we 
were able to make some improvements. For example, in domestic employment, 
a worker had to wait 29 days to take a sick leave. This is the only sector where 
this element is present, or where there’s the possibility for “abandonment,” which 
means that if you work in a home they can fire you for any reason. This concept 
only exists in domestic work. We also achieved the right to 36 straight hours of 
rest for domestic workers. For live-in workers, two hours off if you work for more 
than eight. If you work for less than eight hours, you have one hour daily to rest. 
But we are still fighting for domestic workers to be paid the minimum wage. We 
are still filing complaints. We are still suing employers over this legal vulnerability. 

It seems that achieving women’s right to work outside of the domestic 
space, rather than crushing the patriarchal capitalist system, has been 
a contributing factor to both the increase of caregiving offers in private 
and clandestine sectors and the vulnerability and violation of labor 
rights for domestic workers. How do feminisms respond to this fact? 

Feminists have an unresolved issue. Many Spanish women managed to break into 
the remunerated workforce or get an education. And since there was this issue of 
the majority of men not taking responsibility for the work that corresponds to them, 
what many women have done is make other women do those jobs. In feminism 
we make sure to talk about this and the solutions because there are women doing 
this work so that other women have access to the right to go out and work. There 
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are two main issues here: The state needs to take responsibility and do their part 
in terms of care and the work that so many women are doing, and men need to 
accept the co-responsibility that corresponds to them. That’s why we believe that 
there needs to be education about domestic work and caregiving. It needs to be 
explained that women are not the only ones able to carry out these jobs. Boys and 
girls must be educated equally. So going into a kitchen and putting on an apron 
and washing some dishes is not a matter of men or women. Or explaining that we 
are not going to be less of a man or a woman if we do certain jobs. That’s why we 
say that the job of caregiving and domestic work needs to have social recognition 
and needs to be recognized and valued so that everyone in society does it.

In this capitalist, patriarchal, racist, classist, and agist framework in which care is 
precarious, commercialized, and privatized, are the rights of families also violated? 

We are part of an entity called Senda de Cuidados. We created it as a way to manage 
issues of care so that domestic workers and their families have the means to provide 
decent care in good conditions, so that families and domestic workers can be 
valued and respected. Through Senda de Cuidados we also explain to families what 
rights they have, for example with the whole issue of the Dependency Law (Ley de 
Dependencia), which had certain intentions to begin with but has gone in a different 
direction. We also get families to see that this isn’t just our issue; the families also have 
rights, like the right to decide who takes care of them, how they want to be taken 
care of, if they want their own family to take care of them, and under what conditions. 
I believe that we need to do all of this together because that’s advantageous, and 
because there’s a situation where families can’t afford care because care is being 
commodified. Right now we see so many agencies and so many companies that are 
selling care. Some people can’t buy that care and are getting left behind. There’s a 
lot of loneliness and people who can’t even leave their homes because there isn’t 
any commitment to decent care. We see buildings that don’t have elevators, and 
some people can’t leave their homes to take a walk in a park, whether or not they’re 
accompanied, because there’s no commitment to a society with care. There is no 
commitment to that here. There’s a commitment to care that’s commodified and 
sold at higher and higher prices– care that is also more precarious and is sustained 
by women. It’s us, the women, who are going into the workforce at a disadvantage, 
and we’re doing what it takes because we have so many hardships, and there is 
so much disparity when it comes to getting a job with good working conditions, in 
part because women are not earning what we should be. I think in that sense, as 
far as our communications with families, we tell them that this is all of our fight.

What solutions are you considering within Senda de Los Cuidados and Territorio 
Doméstico to alleviate this situation where domestic workers’ rights are violated? 

We have to work toward another way of reorganizing care. We have to support 
public policies that do that. We have to, starting with family and the people who 
take care of us, decide how our care will be. What is the care that we want? If the 
family wants to continue doing the caregiving, that family should have support so 
that they can take care of their family, but you shouldn’t have to give up on your 
own life to take care of your family and then not have anyone to take care of you. 
Because, as we say, who will take care of the caregiver? Because you decide to take 
care of someone, but at what cost? In addition, some families want to care and want 
to be taken care of in their own homes. They don’t want to be moved from there. 
But in the society that we’re in, a patriarchal, capitalist, racist society, the culture of 
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care that we can defend does not exist because there is no commitment to it. Care 
is seen as a market transaction, and in a society where we’re moving at full speed, 
whoever doesn’t have money to pay for care is thrown away. And so many families 
do not have the resources to take care of themselves because in this capitalist world, 
you work to live, to live poorly. But you’re not really working to have a decent life. 

What jobs are commonly done by a domestic worker? 

We say that it’s like managing people’s lives. Because a live-out domestic worker has to 
arrive first thing in the morning, and the live-in worker just stays there and has to get 
up at seven in the morning. Because taking care of someone means making breakfast, 
taking care of the kids, taking them to school, picking them up. Many kids sometimes 
do not have a dining hall so you have to pick them up and bring them home for 
them to eat. Then you have to clean the house, take care of the grandparents, etc. 

The care that many women are giving is professionalized care, and many women 
that have put themselves out there have had to get trained with their own money 
to be able to do this job professionally. Because you find yourself in situations and 
caring for illnesses like Alzheimer’s. Those are situations that should be handled 
by nurses, doctors, or workers that are specialized in this. Right now so many 
caregivers are doing these specialized jobs. Waking up with that person, changing 
their urine bag, changing the bedpan. In other words, all of these caregiving jobs 
that are professionalized, right now you are finding domestic workers doing them 
on top of cleaning the house and taking care of the kids and the grandparents 
with different illnesses. In our performance, we call them the “octopus worker” 
because it’s like they have many hands to do many things at once. We also find 
tremendously difficult situations where domestic workers are working in a home 
and doing various jobs for more than ten hours. Some even have another job, and 
there are cases of employers that have the employee in a multipurpose role. They 
have them work in their home and then take them to their workplace to clean 
their shops or wash dirty gowns at their medical center and clean there, too. Then 
you have to clean the flats or the second houses that many of these people have. 
This same worker has to go clean their other residence on weekends or holidays, 
but without pay. You can find yourself in various situations that are quite tough. 

So a domestic worker and a caregiver, for starters, can take people to the hospital, 
give them insulin, take them to appointments, accompany them in an ambulance, 
call an ambulance for them, so...that is why we say it’s “managing life.” For live-out 
workers it’s the same, from getting groceries to making orders, cleaning the house, 
taking care of people, ironing, and washing. In short, all of the tasks that people going 
to their jobs leave behind for you to do, and you have to manage everything. When 
they get back they find a clean house, food that is prepared, kids that are taken care 
of. Even in recent years there are a lot of domestic workers that speak English and 
are giving English classes to the kids. They’re also academic support because when 
the kids get home, they take care of doing homework with the kids. Because of 
this abuse, many colleagues lately don’t even want to say that they’re seamstresses 
because then at the end of the day you end up sewing the ends of pants, making 
curtains, making tablecloths, or many colleagues end up making birthday cakes instead 
of buying them. In other words, a lot of tasks that they really should not be doing. 

Do you think the hiring families are aware of their complicity in 
this structural framework that violates worker’s rights? 
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Many people are conscious. Others aren’t, and some don’t have a choice. Imagine 
you have to take care of your parents, and you also have to work, and in the 
system they’re demanding a lot of hours from you. I mean, you do whatever you 
can. We pay a domestic worker 500 euros because it’s all we have to offer, and 
that’s that. In these cases, since there is a violation of rights and the employer is 
not complying with the law, the worker can file a complaint against the employer, 
and then the employer has to deal with it because the system will not save them. 
Why? Because the system has not given them what it needs to give people in 
a society: rights. We have a right to public health with good conditions, basic 
services, and decent housing. When you don’t have any of those, well you have 
to find a way to live, so you seek outside help in order to have all those things. 

Do you receive any type of institutional support? 

From institutions, none. What is done, the little that is done, is through collectives. 
For people, being organized and going to an assembly is a lifeline. Meeting with 
others, crying with others, talking with other women who are also domestic workers. 
That’s what is saving the domestic workers right now. The pandemic has been 
one of the cruelest issues. When the domestic workers had to stay in their live-in 
homes, many colleagues had to be locked up for four months without seeing their 
families, without going out because of fear. There was also the responsibility that 
fell on many domestic workers of not infecting the family, of not infecting the other 
people in the household. This has a cost. As a collective, we asked psychologists 
for help so they could help a lot of women who still, even today, are suffering the 
consequences of those months when they were locked up, and it was four months. 
If you add this to the situation of the years of confinement that so many live-in 
domestic workers experience, just think about the consequences and the cost of that. 

We have not received any answers. Even during the pandemic, when the State took 
the measures that it did, domestic workers were still being left behind. We had to 
press for a subsidy, which was not the solution, but it was an accomplishment. It 
was a 70 percent subsidy, and many domestic workers stayed out of it because 
the subsidy required a person to have stopped working before March 16th, and 
only then could you access the subsidy. All of the domestic workers that paid 
taxes had a right to the subsidy. Domestic workers that were sick, domestic 
workers whose employer had passed away, and undocumented domestic workers. 
But look at the conditions in this sector: Many people work without papers. 
Many people work and, even though they do have papers, they’re not under a 
written or verbal contract, and their taxes don’t get paid. Many ended up being 
left out of this measure, even though they meet some of the requirements. 

On top of that, the subsidy was horrible. Many domestic workers took five months 
to get their subsidy because the mechanisms created didn’t work, there wasn’t 
a number that you could get in contact with. This was all done online, when 
we’re aware of the digital gap that exists for many women that are in this job. 
It was a true disaster, but we were able to do it. We call it lights and shadows 
because we know that it didn’t reach everyone, but it was very important for 
many women who were left unemployed. From within the collectives we also 
made resistance boxes, which were what saved many women in the situation 
that we lived through with COVID. But we got nothing from the institutions. 
They did not commit to anything, there was no institutional support.
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Many domestic workers from all over the world contacted us through our webpage 
to tell us about the situations that they were in, but our hands were tied. We 
were able to reach some domestic workers with the resistance boxes because we 
were lucky in that a lot of people supported us, and we in turn supported many 
domestic workers with that for five months. The impact would have been much 
worse if we hadn’t had those resistance boxes. Many collectives concerned with 
precarity and essential workers’ collectives also made resistance boxes. If it weren’t 
for the resistance boxes and the support of citizens, the impact would have been 
a lot worse because the institutions up to now have not done anything at all. We 
had to go into neighborhoods with food banks so that colleagues could go get 
food for their families. But from the institutions, there was absolutely nothing. 

Does Territorio Doméstico have the capacity to offer legal support to working people? 

We’ve had a lawyer since the beginning of the collective, but she’s an activist 
who works with us for free. Now, between all of us, we can do that work. 
Last year we created a space called Acuerpar Derecho [Embodying Law], 
where various lawyers try to support us with what they can in their free time 
as activists. So we support our colleagues that way, we help them file claims, 
we go to the trials, and we talk to them. It’s a very tough job, and we’re 
drained. Our lawyer couldn’t take it anymore. We had to create Acuerpar 
Derecho to look for additional support, and even then it was not enough. 

With other colleagues from other collectives, we have also created the Sindicato 
de Trabajadoras de Hogar [Domestic Workers Union], which is called SINTRAHOCU, 
a year ago, and we also have lawyers there. And the complaints from our 
colleagues are also collected. Within a year three lawsuits were won thanks to 
us. We don’t have legal support. The offices are set up on our premises, and 
we do the work, helping our colleagues with the knowledge that we have from 
our experience with other lawsuits. We have also been training ourselves as if 
we were lawyers. Because we are domestic workers, we are activists, but we 
also have to deal with this whole situation without resources because we are 
a collective that does not receive any type of support to do these things. 

Do you think that the violation and infringement of labor rights occurs in 
the same way for migrant domestic workers as for the self-employed? 

I think 100 percent of us experience it because since domestic and caregiving work 
is done by women and hasn’t been given a lot of value over the years, we find 
working women that have papers but that are treated the same way. For migrant 
women the treatment might be worse, but some Spanish women aren’t under a 
contract. Having a domestic worker is a sign of status, but this work is belittled at the 
same time. That’s why we keep insisting that there needs to be social recognition 
by the people of all of this. It’s a lot harder for migrants because there is underlying 
racism. And then because of the gender issue. It’s women who are denied these 
things because there is this historical precedent that says women are made to take 
care and do these tasks. That is the issue and that is what we have to change. 
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Your motto is “Because without us the world doesn’t move,” and in your 
logo we see a woman moving a complex gear. At the same time, and from 
everything we’ve been talking about, we see that the figure of the domestic 
worker is easy prey in a system that is oppressive, exploitative, capitalist, 
patriarchal, racist, and classist. Isn’t this contrast of images paradoxical? 

That’s why our fight isn’t only about our rights as domestic workers. We go farther 
than that because we know that everything affects this issue. So we have always 
said, we want rights for domestic workers. We want to be recognized by the 
government as all other workers are. But we want to go farther than that because 
when we, as domestic workers, get these rights that the rest of the workers have, 
we’ll still be discriminated against for being women, for being migrants, for being 
black, for being poor. So that’s why we want to go farther, beyond this. And our 
proposal is for care to be organized another way; for care to be valued, for care to 
stop being precarious, and for care to stop being only done by women. Care should 
be considered a job because it’s what sustains the society we live in. Without our 
work this society would not function because there is a silent job that women are 
doing throughout life, but it is not considered as such. And until this is reorganized in 
another way, we are going to keep having the situations we are finding right now. 

Through Territorio Doméstico you are reclaiming Covenant 
189. Can you explain what this claim consists of? 

Look, Covenant 189 is a covenant that the OIT [International Work Organization] 
made almost eleven years ago. It’s a covenant that would improve the situation 
of many domestic workers. We, the domestic workers, are subject to a specific set 
of rules under which we are guaranteed almost no rights. Until 2011 we couldn’t 
even get what I was just talking about regarding having a contract, vacation, our 
pay, our contributions, our sick leave beginning on day one like any other worker. 
Those things aren’t in the rules that apply to us. There aren’t labor inspections, labor 
inspections are not allowed. So Covenant 189 was made specifically for this sector. 
But the Spanish State agreed to ratify it eleven years ago and has not ratified it. 

Other countries have ratified Covenant 189, and we want to see it ratified 
because it’s true that it would improve our situation. But what we really want 
is for the general rules to apply to us, as they do for all other workers, and we 
don’t want to be putting bandaids on the problem. They should not tell us 
that there cannot be a labor inspection, when it’s well known that there are so 
many barbarities and rights violations being done to so many people who are 
doing these jobs inside people’s homes. But because of the existing structural 
frameworks, many times they do not allow people to go into employer’s homes. 

This covenant has been ratified in more than 30 countries, Italy being the first. It’s 
also true that Covenant 189 has been ratified in other countries and they are still 
there too, because we want it to be ratified and also applied. It’s not only a matter 
of ratifying it, signing it, and that’s that. In order for the covenant to be effective, it 
has to be ratified and applied. So this is our main battle, that’s where things stand. 

The party in power today has promised to do it, and we are still waiting. The last 
thing we heard is that the headlines are saying that Covenant 189 is here. But 
we know that it isn’t. In our most recent meetings with domestic workers and 
various ministers, we gave an ultimatum that gives them until September 31. We 
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said we want to know if Covenant 189 of the International Work Organization 
will be ratified and when, and we want to be present during the negotiations. 
Because we are the ones that have to know what is happening with the covenant 
that was made for us. That’s why we’re waiting. In June we took to the streets, 
we did some things, and now if it isn’t ratified, we’ll be out in the streets putting 
pressure. And all we want from other collectives and other groups and from the 
unions is support, for them not to look the other way, and for us to be able to 
take hold of this demand we’re making, because it would significantly improve 
the lives of domestic workers who are going through really hard times and trying 
to deal with our situation through claims and lawsuits, which isn’t enough. 

What is needed for Covenant 189 to be a reality? 

Political will first. There has to be political will because they’re the ones that are there 
to make laws. They are the ones that have to watch over the citizens, and many of 
them don’t have the political will. And, well, many of them also have domestic workers 
in their homes and don’t want to do their part. And yes, we believe there needs to 
be more pressure from the citizens so that we can be recognized, valued, and have 
these rights. If we don’t open our eyes and get organized and know that your rights 
are my rights, and our rights are everyone’s right–If we don’t see it like this, and if we 
see this as an individual issue, where I have to fight for my home, fight my own way 
out of this…Well then when the autochthonous people don’t have adequate working 
conditions, when you cannot afford to pay for the private healthcare that this situation 
is leading us to, you are going to get left behind. And we are going to end up with 
relief houses again, where if you’re poor the only care you can access is through 
relief houses. Or if you have money, well, then you can access existing healthcare. 

Who takes care of the families of caregivers? 

Well, our families. That’s why we talk about global chains of care, which refers to the 
women that take care of our family when we decide to migrate. It’s almost always 
the mother, the grandmother, the aunt, the neighbor, who takes over these jobs. 
And we send back remittances with the work that we do in the places we migrate 
to, which is another aspect of the silent economy that is never considered but is 
sustaining many countries, including the countries where we live because with our 
precarious salaries we pay for housing, we eat, we buy food, we buy clothes, we 
buy medicines that we send to our countries of origin along with remittances in 
the form of money. And here all of the banks, agencies, and everyone earns money 
from this. So we’re managing our families’ care. And we are still looking on and 
judging. Because there is a xenophobic, rightwing discourse that expresses ideas 
like “These people have thrown away their children,” or “These are the kids that are 
in gangs.” But we know that all of this is a product of the system, which ends up 
pointing fingers at those who are the weakest and who don’t receive that care.

What is the situation for caregivers when they get 
older? Who takes care of the caregiver?

We have colleagues that are domestic workers, caregivers, that are 70 years old still 
working to be able to have a good retirement. And then many have been caregivers 
and now do not have a place to live, do not have anything to eat, do not have 
anywhere they can be. So we believe this isn’t a fair situation for women who have 
spent their whole lives caring for others and now don’t have anyone to take care 
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of them. It’s not fair that the system does not make programs to take care of these 
women, who have given their all their whole lives and now are 60 and 70 years old. 
We can’t keep going in this system and this way of working that this brutal form of 
capitalism demands, where what it wants is to squeeze more and more of us, and 
what they want is young people so that they can exploit them so they will earn less. 
All of these people that have given their lives to caring for and managing homes 
right now are seeing ourselves at 60 and 70 years old, and we know we won’t have 
access to this brutal market that we’re living in right now. And then they make you a 
victim, and they make you look like the guilty one because you are to blame for not 
having managed your life, and that’s why you have to end up asking and begging. 

The activities of Territorio Doméstico seem to be a three-pronged call to action: 
raise awareness, demand a series of rights, and dignify participants as subjects of 
the law and subjects outside of a stigmatized condition. You are currently holding 
workshops, you have made a radio show with 8 episodes, a documentary, an album 
of songs, a fashion show, and two books. How do you sustain all of this activity? 

The first thing we say is that we have supported each other, we have sustained each 
other and then we organized ourselves later. We talk about this in the book. It’s a 
little strange. People often say, “We have organized ourselves” first. We say, first we 
had to sustain and support each other, so we could later organize ourselves. We 
support each other and take hours off of sleep and rest. So time is fundamental. We 
try to do everything collectively and not do things alone. We believe that we build 
collectively. We think that with these tools we can reach, for example, schools, we 
can reach universities. For more than three years we have been giving modules on 
migration and gender in a public university, where we have talked with students 
and told them our story and our trajectory of struggle. We talk about this situation 
of care and work. We tell the young men and women so they can see that this 
situation is happening, and so they can get involved. And we’re actually pretty 
happy with that because the young men and young women are getting involved 
and doing their theses or their research projects on this subject, and we can’t do 
those things, but then can, right? That’s another contribution that we make. 

We always share our knowledge because that’s what allows us to make and 
create a lot of tools and support each other in the struggle, in what we’re doing, 
because we know that doing it alone is very complicated, and we’re trying to reach 
other domestic workers with these methodologies. We’re also going to the places 
where the domestic workers are, to the interchanges, to the bus stops, to the 
train stops. We go to the parks, markets. To the places where domestic workers 
go. We show up there with materials, with invitations, and we talk with them. 

Can we find all of the educational material that you create on your webpage? 

Yes. It’s on the webpage, and we can also send it, if anyone asks for it. It’s a kit 
with the documentary that we made last year, “Politizar las ollas, las calles y los 
delantales’’ [“Politicizing the Pots, Streets, and Aprons,’’] which is the story of our 
collective since it came into being. It’s a pretty powerful documentary that talks 
about our struggles, with all of our members and colleagues as protagonists. It’s 
also available as a radio show. There’s a way to listen using mobile phones and 
other formats. We also send videos of the fashion show. There’s also a video of 
another collective that we’re a part of, which is where we do political advocacy. 
That’s the Jeanneth Beltrán Observatory, which emerged out of Territorio Doméstico 
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and Senda de Cuidados to collect the stories of the rights violations that affect 
domestic workers and other people who work in jobs deemed essential, or who are 
undocumented immigrants. Through the Observatory we have also worked on a 
documentary that can also be sent. There the workers and caregivers talk in the first 
person about the reality of the job that we do, the conditions, and they denounce 
the lack of rights. It’s four minutes long, but it’s one of the materials that is being 
used in universities and we also use it in our talks. And that is also available. 

Domestic workers are often referred to as feminine. Are 
there also male domestic workers and caregivers? 

We are mostly women. In Senda de Cuidados, we have had and have some 
male caregivers, but there are few of them. But we have had some. That’s why 
they also make an appearance in the video. They are more specifically caregivers 
because sometimes a person that is a strong man is needed to be able to pick up 
another person, or to give this type of care. In Senda de Cuidados we work so that 
families can also trust a male caregiver. Because a lot of people object to having 
one. On the subject of care, people still believe this myth that women have to be 
caretakers because of trust, because of, I don’t know, out of love. Because of all 
of these myths and stereotypes that exist. So it has taken a lot of work, but it’s 
true that in Senda de Cuidados we managed to have good caregivers, including 
African people, that could also care, which was another barrier to break. 

How do you maintain your energy and confidence in system change, living as we are 
now in this time of energetic collapse, eco-social crisis, and political disaffection? 

Well, first of all, my friends and colleagues support me. We get together and support 
each other. This has been essential for me and some colleagues; it’s what allows us 
to give up time we could use to rest or sleep to be a part of this struggle. In particular 
I think I have been very lucky to find a job where I’m valued, taken care of, and well-
paid for the 27 years that I’ve been with the same family. I think that that has given 
and gives me the strength to do activities. I think if I had worked for other families and 
had the difficulties that many of my colleagues have, I don’t think I would be doing the 
activism that I am currently doing. Because this requires a lot of work, a lot of hours. 
It requires a lot of rebellion, a lot of pushing, and a lot of energy. And when work 
takes up your energy, as it does for many of our colleagues, you cannot do this type of 
activism because like many colleagues say, “We’re like family here.” We’re all a part of 
this fight. And that’s what allows me and many of my colleagues to finish our workday 
and, with great pleasure and joy, do this work. We also know that if we don’t talk 
about these things in first-person, if we don’t speak for ourselves and our colleagues 
about what is happening, be it positive or negative, this issue will remain inside the 
home, and it will never be known. That’s why we make every possible effort to be 
there, to do things, to reach people. Because I want my grandson to enjoy a different 
society. There are many young women and young men who are getting involved in 
this, and I don’t want them to have to struggle to fight for such fundamental issues, 
for what it means to have rights, and for people to respect you for being a woman. 


